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The President

Welcome to this edition of the Bulletin.  
There has been a lot of activity over the past few months with much more to 
come throughout the year.  The Small Firms Support Group, chaired by Linda 
Lee, met in February.  The forum is a great opportunity to share experiences 
and best practice and to discuss hot topics which are relevant to smaller 
firms.		The	session	was	well	attended	with	more	to	follow	over	the	year	
so look out for invitations to join and get involved.  

Our yearly training programme is well underway with seminars on 
employment law, property and family all in the diary. The Legal Ombudsman 
will be providing a course on complaints handling in May - details to follow.  

A big thank you to LawCare who in March delivered a seminar for NLS 
focussing on well-being entitled “Staying Well, Working Well, the value 
of looking after you”   

Thank you to all those who have suggested topics for training. It is vital to 
have this feedback so we can ensure that we are providing training which 
is relevant to your practice so please do keep suggestions coming.

I am pleased to report that the NLS Annual Awards will be held on 
11 June 2021 at 7pm.  This will be a virtual event so you can attend from 
the comfort of your home with no driving required.

The awards recognise excellence and outstanding achievement in the 
following categories:
•	Solicitor	of	the	Year
•	Young	Lawyer	of	the	Year
•	Community	Person	of	the	Year
•	Firm	of	the	Year

Special guest speaker this year will be James Wyatt founder of 
Singing4Breathing.  S4B is a singing group for people diagnosed with 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and other respiratory 
conditions. 

Research	has	proven	that	singing	can	benefit	people	with	respiratory	
conditions by working the diaphragmatic muscle and therefore helping to 
improve lung function. Singing is also a good way to practice deep breathing 
and for people to come together to share their experiences and gain support. 

The	first	group	was	set	up	in	2015	in	Northampton	with	groups	soon	
following all over the county.  As a result of the pandemic, S4B moved quickly 
to an entirely on-line operation with singing and harmonica sessions being 
delivered weekly.  They have recently set up the Post Covid Recovery Group 
to support those suffering from the effects of covid particularly long covid.   

S4B	aims	not	only	to	improve	the	health	of	those	afflicted	by	respiratory	
illnesses in our communities but to provide a social support network, to stop 
isolation and improve well-being.  This has never been more needed than 
over the past 12 months when people have spent so much time at home 
often shielding and feeling isolated.

Whilst the event is free, we will be inviting donations to S4B on the night 
which will help them to continue to do such amazing work.

There has been so much going on in our sector despite the pandemic with 
an abundance of innovation and ingenuity shown by so many.  There is much 
to celebrate so please do attend the awards and encourage others to do so.  
It will be great to have your support and company so for those who have not 
confirmed	attendance	yet	please	contact	our	Society	Manager	Carolyn	Coles	
at sec.nls@outlook.com 

I look forward to welcoming you then.  In the meantime, happy reading!

Sharine Burgess - President Northamptonshire Law Society
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It is fascinating that there are estimated 
to be 30 million dead users on Facebook. 
Facebook offers a service enabling 
relatives to convert the page into a 
memorial page or marked for deletion -
but very few of those left behind take up 
either option. Even fewer will seek 
to remedy the situation on Twitter; 
they	require	identification	and	a	death	
certificate	before	they	will	delete	an	
account. Facebook and Instagram also 
offer a service whereby whilst living you 
can set your own preferences for what 
happens in the event of your death, 
nominating a legacy contact.

At present, the Solicitors Regulation 
Authority (SRA) offers no such service, 
though	it	will	accept	notification	from	a	
relative or colleague when a solicitor 
has died. 

Where	no	such	notification	is	received,	
a solicitor’s name will automatically 
remain on the Roll until the SRA complete 
a ‘keeping of the Roll’ exercise. 

However, following a consultation in 
2014, the annual keeping of the 
Roll exercise was abandoned.  
Up to then each solicitor who did not hold 
a	practising	certificate	was	asked	if	they	
wanted to stay on the Roll and if they did 
they were required to pay a £20 fee to 
remain on the Roll. If no response was 
received, the names were published 
in the Gazette before the solicitor was 
removed in case contact details had 
been lost. 

Abandoning the fee was supported 
but failing to keep the Roll was not. 
Following the consultation, the SRA also 
considered whether it should commit to 
running the process at set intervals of 
every 3 or 5 years and concluded that it 
would be preferable to run the process 
when it deemed it necessary.  It has not 
run such a ‘keeping of the Roll’ process 
since 2015. 

At conferences, SRA senior executives 
spoke optimistically of relatives or 
possibly the probate registry informing 
the SRA when a solicitor died. At the time 
of the consultation in 2014, there were 
approximately 27,000 solicitors on the 
Roll	without	a	practising	certificate.		
As at March 2021 , there were 207,
916 solicitors on the Roll of which 

almost 54,000 did not have practising 
certificates.	Whilst	it	is	a	fact	that	there	
were 167,000 solicitors in March 2015, 
and it could be expected that the 
numbers of solicitors without 
practising	certificates	would	have	
increased, it seems likely that some of 
the solicitors on the current Roll are no 
longer with us. 

The potential risks are obvious as this 
practice could lead to identity theft by 
fraudsters. Ironically the SRA’s warning 
notice		identifies	such	risks,	stating	that	
there are, ‘ serious and continuing risks 
to the public arising from the activities 
of criminals and criminal gangs who set 
up bogus law firms or bogus branch 
offices of genuine law firms. This is with 
the intention, usually, of stealing money, 
personal information or data’. 

The SRA have not given any indication 
as to when it will run the exercise again, 
but it is long overdue. An unexpected 
casualty has been the anniversary 
certificates	sent	each	year	by	the	
President of the Law Society of England 
and Wales. I well remember writing out 
the individual’s name and signing the 
certificates	and	the	pleasure	in	reading	
the acknowledgement letters describing 
a life as a solicitor and occasionally re-
ceiving that solicitor’s autobiography 
by way of a thank you. 

If a solicitor is reaching a 50th, 60th or 
70th anniversary on the Roll, they must 
now notify  the Law Society to receive 
their	certificate,	if	the	anniversary	has	
passed, it will be provided retrospectively. 
It is a free service.  

The SRA are consulting on changes 
to the Minimum Terms and Conditions 
(MTC) for the Professional Indemnity 
Insurance	(PII)	all	firms	are	required	to	
have in place.  

This is in response to concerns raised by 
the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) 
and Lloyd’s. They have drawn attention 
to underwriters’ risk management in 
relation to what is known as ‘silent cyber’ 
in a range of policies and not just 
solicitors’ PII.

Silent cyber refers to the insurer’s 
potential cyber exposures contained 
within the wording  of insurance policies 

where they may not implicitly include or 
exclude cyber risk. It is sometimes also 
called	“non-affirmative”	cyber.

Unlike standalone cyber insurance, which 
clearly	defines	the	parameters	of	cyber	
cover, many traditional policies are silent 
on risks associated with cyber and 
theoretically may pay claims for cyber 
losses in certain circumstances.

The SRA is seeking to insert a clause 
into MTC to make it clear what cover is in 
place in the event of losses caused by a 
cyber-attack/event. 

The SRA states that its proposals should 
not increase the cost of PII or reduce the 
level of cover currently available under 
the current MTC but will make it clearer 
what is covered and what is not.

It is proposed that the new term in the 
MTC will read as follows:

‘The insurance may exclude, by way of 
an exclusion or endorsement, the liability 
of the insurer to indemnify any insured in 
respect of, or in any way in connection 
with:

 1. a cyber act
 2. a partial or total failure of any 
  computer system
 3. the receipt or transmission of 
  malware, malicious code or similar 
  by the insured or any other party 
  acting on behalf of the insured
 4. the failure or interruption of 
  services relating to core 
  infrastructure
 5. a breach of Data Protection Law

provided that any such exclusion or en
dorsement does not exclude or limit any 
liability of the insurer to indemnify any 
insured against:

 i. civil liability referred to in clause 
  1.1 (including the obligation to 
  remedy a breach of the SRA 
  Accounts Rules as described in the 
	 	 definition	of	claim	)
 ii. defence costs referred to in 
  clause 1.2
 iii. any award by a regulatory authority 
  referred to in clause 1.4

By Linda Lee 
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In addition, any such exclusion or 
endorsement should not exclude or limit 
any liability of the insurer to indemnify 
any insured against matters referred to 
at (i) (ii) and (iii) above in circumstances 
where automated technology has 
been utilised.”

It is thought that such policies would 
exclude	losses	incurred	by	a	firm	
following a cyber-attack such as:

	 •	 cost	of	experts	to	advise	a	firm	on	
	 	 recovering	systems,	restoring	files	
  or managing the crisis, cost of PR 
  Consultants to limit reputational 
  damage or experts to advise clients
	 •	 Business	interruption	cover	-
	 	 resulting	loss	of	profits	
	 •	 cost	of	any	regulatory	
	 	 investigations	and	any	fines	arising

It	is	intended	that	firms	would	then	be	
able to take out separate cover to 
reimburse such costs. 

Changing the MTC is fraught with 
difficulties.	If	this	cyber-attack	cover	for	
firms	came	within	the	MTC,	all	firms	
would effectively make a payment for 
this and it is likely that the cost of MTC 
cover would increase. It might also be 
harder	for	some	firms	to	obtain	MTC	
cover	because	of	a	risk	profile	in	relation	
to cyber-attacks and this could force them 
to close. Adding explicit cyber cover into 
the	MTC	would	also	not	find	favour	with	
existing insurers in the market. 

On the other hand, if the whole market 
is buying cover of this type under the 
MTC, the cost will be less than individual 
policies.	Many	firms	may	well	find	that	
they are unable to purchase stand-alone 
cyber-attack cover at a reasonable price 
or at all.

For those wishing to respond, the 
consultation period ends on 25 
May 2021. 

Any top up cover may well operate 
different exclusions and it would be 
prudent	for	firms	to	consider	their	needs	
and then discuss with their brokers what 
cover they have in place in the event of 
a cyber-attack.  If additional insurance is 
required, it will be necessary to carry out 
a thorough to review of their policies and 
operating procedures generally. 

Finally, one of my earliest articles in the 
Law Society Gazette in the 1990s was a 
plea not to increase the small claims limit 
to £5,000 for personal injury cases. 
The limit was not increased then, 
(though I do not claim my article played 
any part in persuading) as the unfairness 
to injured persons who would be 
unrepresented was obvious. I watched 
with increasing concern the plans to 
launch	the	Official	Injury	Claim	(OIC)	
portal  . From 31st May 2021, 
individuals injured in a road 
traffic	accident	will	be	able	to	
use this ‘free’ service to claim 
compensation ‘without legal help’. 

Rferences:

i) https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/consultations/annual-keeping-
 roll-response.pdf?version=4a1ac1

ii) https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitor-population

iii)  https://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/guidance/bogus-law-firms-identity-theft

iv)   https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/membership/anniversary-certificates-for-solicitors

vv) https://www.sra.org.uk/sra/consultations/consultation-listing/pii-cyber

vi)   https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk

vii)  https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1157/guide-to-making-a-claim-
 version-20-april-2021.pdf

viii)  Section 1.2 ibid

ix)  https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1155/guide-to-part-26-of-the-civil-
 procedure-rules.pdf

x)  https://www.officialinjuryclaim.org.uk/media/1156/guide-to-practice-direction-27b.pdf

xi)  https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/news/ten-year-report-reveals-that-the-basic-
 legal-needs-of-many-in-society-are-still-not-being-met

In addition to navigating their way through 
the complexities of the online portal, they 
will also need to absorb a handy 64-page 
guide  for, ‘unrepresented claimants 
(those not represented by an advisor)’ 
. This will explain all the injured person 
needs to know, if they can work their 
way through a long document full of 
complicated concepts, such as the 
pre-action protocol and the value of a 
claim, described in dense legal jargon. 
The injured person will also have to 
familiarise themselves with the snappily 
titled, accompanying ‘Guide to changes 
to the Small Claims Limit for Injury Claims 
(Referring to Part 26 of the Civil 
Procedure Rules)’  and the ‘Guide 
to Practice Direction 27B’.

It seems likely that some injured people 
will fail to make a claim at all and others 
will be compelled to pay solicitors or 
unregulated persons to assist them to 
navigate the system. More worryingly 
there will be some who go it alone and 
risk under settling their claims. It is hard 
to	see	how	these	plans	fit	or	even	less	
fulfil	the	Legal	Services	Board	plans	to	
‘re-shape the legal sector’ over its 
concerns that, ‘the basic legal needs of 
many in society are still not being met’.

Linda Lee 
Council Member 

Linda Lee has 
been Council 
Member for 
Leicestershire, 
Northampton-
shire and 
Rutland since 
2003. She is a 
past President 

of the Law Society of England and Wales 
and is the Chair elect of the Professional 
Indemnity Insurance Committee and a 
member of the Policy and Regulatory 
Affairs Committee, Regulatory Processes 
Committee and Access to Justice 
Committee. She is current Chair of the 
Solicitors Assistance Scheme. Linda is an 
experienced litigation solicitor and is a 
Consultant at RadcliffesleBrasseur where 
she specialises in solicitors’ disciplinary, 
compliance and regulatory work. 
She can be contacted by email at: 
lindakhlee@aol.com
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Gender pay gap reporting:  
what you need to know for 2021
The requirement for businesses to 
publish gender pay gap reports was 
cancelled in 2020 as a result of Covid-19. 
Gender pay reporting is, however, back 
on the agenda for 2021. 

There has been a lot of commentary over 
the last nine months about the impact 
of Covid-19, and particularly furlough, 
on gender pay statistics . New guidance  
has	been	released	which	clarifies	how	
organisations should refer to furloughed 
employees for the purposes of gender 
pay gap reporting. 

The key points are:
 1. Furloughed employees will need to 
  be taken into consideration when 
  businesses are determining whether 
  or not they have 250 employees. 

For example, a company which has 300 
employees in total would need to report, 
even if 250 of those employees were not 
actively working on the snapshot date 
(as a result of being placed on furlough 
leave). 

 2. The gender pay gap and salary 
  quartile bands are based on 
  ‘full pay’ relevant employees. 
  This means that furloughed 
  employees should be excluded 
  from the calculation if their salary 
  wasn’t topped up by their 
  employer. For example:

  a. Sally was furloughed between 
   1 April 2020 and 31 May 2020. 
   During that period, she received 
   80% of her salary, subject to the 
   statutory cap. Sally will not be 
   a ‘full pay’ employee for the 
   purposes of pay gap reporting 
   and therefore her salary does not 
   need to be included in the 
   average pay gap calculations or 
   salary quartile bands. 

  b. Sam was also furloughed 
   between 1 April 2020 and 
   31 May 2020. During that period, 
   she received 100% of her normal 
   pay as her employer ‘topped 
   up’ her wages to make up the 
   shortfall between the amount it 
   could claim back under the 
   Coronavirus Job Retention 
   Scheme and Sam’s normal 
   monthly salary. Sam will be a 

   ‘full pay’ employee for the 
   purposes of pay gap reporting 
   and therefore her salary will 
   need to be included in the 
   average pay gap calculations 
   and the salary quartile bands. 

 3. All furloughed employees will need 
  to be included in gender bonus gap 
  calculations.

On 23 February 2021 it was also 
announced that the Equality and 
Human Rights Commission would delay 
enforcement action until 5 October 2021. 
In effect, employers now have until 
4 October 2021 to report their gender pay 
gap information. 

Comment:
The inclusion of furloughed employees 
within the scope of gender pay reporting 
would impact on the data. How it would 
be affected depends on the business/
sector but it may have:

 a. Increased the gap if a larger 
  proportion of women were 
  furloughed in a particular business; 
or

	 b.	 Artificially	reduced	the	gap	if	higher	
 paid male employees were furloughed, 
 and adversely impacted by the 
 application of the cap on grants 
 under  the Coronavirus 
 Job Retention Scheme. 

However, given the statistics released 
over the past year concerning the impact 
of Covid-19 on women at work, removing 
furloughed employees from the scope of 
gender pay reporting doesn’t give the full 
picture on the position of women in an 
organisation’s workforce. It may simply 
render this year’s reporting meaningless. 

It is possible that, businesses may 
choose to publish a supplementary 
update on their website to look at the 
statistics through the ‘if Covid-19 hadn’t 
happened’ lens. This would provide a 
helpful additional level of analysis when 
comparing previous and future years’ 
pay gaps and perhaps give a better 
indicator of the effectiveness of steps b
eing taken to reduce the gender pay 
gap within an organisation.

Whilst ethnicity pay gap reporting is not 
currently mandated by the government, 
many would prefer such reporting to take 
place. Some businesses may voluntarily 
publish	such	figures	on	their	website	in	
addition to their gender pay gap report. 

About the author
Amy Anderson

Senior Associate

03700 86 5508
07595 096 584

amy.anderson@shoosmiths.co.uk
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This information is for educational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. It is recommended that 
specific	professional	advice	is	sought	before	acting on any of the information given.

References:
https://www.shoosmiths.co.uk/insights/articles/covid19/covid-19-and-its-impact-on-women-at-work)
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/gender-pay-gap-reporting

Amy is a Senior Associate at Shoosmiths. 
Amy’s particular area of expertise is managing 
employment tribunal litigation for businesses 
in the retail and logistics sectors. In addition to 
defending employment tribunal litigation, Amy 
enjoys working alongside clients to manage 
people-related risks, whether that be by ensuring 
that businesses have the right contractual 
and policy documentation in place, to negotiating 
settlement agreements, to providing strategic 
advice during periods of organisational change. 



Helen Russell
Associate – Childcare team

Helen is an Associate in the Childcare 
and Adoption team.

She has many years of experience 
working with parents and guardians 
involved in care proceedings and in 

 adoption and private law cases where 
 the children are made parties.

Imran Ilias 
Paralegal – Commercial Litigation

Imran is a Paralegal within the 
Commercial Litigation team in our 
Kettering	office.	Imran	graduated	
with an LLB Law degree from Aston 
University in 2018 and went onto complete 

his Legal Practice Course with a combined MSc in Law, Business 
and Management in 2020.
Imran has joined Wilson Browne having previously worked 
within	both	international	and	national	law	firms,	as	well	as	having	
experience working within an in-house legal capacity. Imran has 
advised clients of all scales, ranging from private individuals,
multi-national banks to FTSE 100 companies.

Kayleigh Brown
Solicitor – Private Client

Kayleigh has over 4 years 
experience advising clients on Wills, 
LPS’s, Probate, Estate Administration 
and a range of tax and trust issues.  

She is a Dementia Friend which an 
Alzheimer’s Society’s programme.

Charlotte Toms
Paralegal – Residential Conveyancing

Charlotte joined us after qualifying for 
her	law	degree	and	LPC	qualification	
in 2020 at Nottingham Trent University.  
She assists the team with all aspects 
of the buying and selling process.

Joanna Morrish
Paralegal – Residential Conveyancing

Joanna is a member of the Residential 
Conveyancing Team in the Kettering 
office	and	assists	in	all	aspects	of	the	
buying and selling process.

Kulraj Kaila
Paralegal – Residential Conveyancing

Kulraj joined in 2021 as part of the 
Residential Conveyancing team 
in	our	Leicester	office.	
After graduating at DMU she went 
on to complete her LPC and LLM.  
She liaises with estate agents, 

 solicitors and management companies  
 to ensure the conveyancing process  
 runs smoothly.

Tosin Onaola 
Paralegal – Commercial Litigation

Tosin assists the senior fee earners 
in the litigation team with a wide 
range of legal matters from adverse 
possession, right of way disputes and 
other property litigation.
She completed her degree at 

 Nottingham Trent University and went 
 on to successfully gain her 
 LPC last year.

Vikki Hawkins  
Accounts Clerk – Court of Protection

With long-standing experience in 
managing operational budgets and 
accounting responsibilities, she 
supports the day to day management 
of	vulnerable	client’s	finances.	
Additionally, Vikki also assists with the 

 team’s case management.

Shauna Broadbent
Paralegal – Childcare

Shauna has 22 years experience 
working in the legal arena, with the last 
7 working in the childcare Public Law 
department.

Joanne Parmar
Solicitor – Childcare team

HJoanne has extensive experience 
in public law child care proceedings 
and adoption matters. She is also a 
member of the specialist Law Society 
Children Panel.
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Members
Welcome to our new feature page in the Bulletin, for updates on the personal 
and professional activities of all of our individual members.
If you have recently qualified, been promoted, got married, completed an unusual lock 
down challenge, or anything else you think other members would be interested in, 
please tell us all about it.
It is more likely to be printed if you can include a photograph that we can publish.

Wilson Browne’s new recruits across their various teams including, Childcare, Private Client, Commercial litigation, and conveyancing



Welcome Adeel Miah

Congratulations to the Vice President of 
Northamptonshire Law Society 
Jabeer Miah, the current Vice President of 
Northamptonshire Law Society and his wife Koli, 
welcomed the arrival of baby Adeel 
(which means one who acts with justice)
on 27/11/2020 @ 18.42pm,
weighing in at 3.020kg.

The proud father said it was a little early to say if 
his son would be joining the profession!

Welcome !

Celebrating Inclusion on The 
Times 200 Best Law Firms list 2021

To celebrate inclusion on The Times 200 
Best Law Firms list 2021, 
Aardvark Planning Law commissioned a 
work from the Private Eye cartoonist 
Neil Kerber. 

This is the second time Aardvark has 
been included in the Best Law Firms  List.

www.northamptonshirelawsociety.co.uk          11

The Partners at Shepherd & Co. Solicitors

The Partners at Shepherd & Co. Solicitors extend their 
warm congratulations to Prince Sadiq Chaudhury on 
his	qualification	as	a	Solicitor.	Jabeer	Miah	the	
Training Principal would like to express his pleasure 
in training Prince and assisting him in achieving his 
childhood dream.

Prince had a career change returning to University as 
a	mature	student	with	a	young	family	and	has	qualified	
as a residential conveyancing solicitor.

Newly Qualified !

If you wish to be included in this section for future issues, please email sec.nls@outlook.com
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Local ‘singing solicitor’ takes to 
the airwaves to raise money for 
Northamptonshire cancer charity
Kevin Rogers, Chairman and Partner at 
Wilson Browne Solicitors has teamed-up 
with John Griff (of JG Media Services, 
and a name familiar to many in the 
region) to raise money for The Lewis 
Foundation, a cancer support charity – 
which is run by another solicitor 
Lorraine Lewis, and her husband! 

In recent months and years, Kevin has 
shown the human side of being a lawyer, 
with his many #SingingSolicitor posts on 
social media and has become well 
known for his singing by the business 
community.  Kevin commented:

‘I used to sing in bands and choirs and 
a couple of years ago I sent my mother 
a video of me singing along to 
karaoke…  of course it wasn’t perfect, 
but she encouraged me to share it, 
and the “have a go” approach, and 
#singingsolicitor became a thing 
on LinkedIn.

‘My then best friend (and solicitor that 
I met at WB) Graham Hill died of skin 
cancer in 2012. He left four children, 
and left me as Trustee for the littlest two. 
Over time I have had the pleasure of 
being involved with a few charity songs 
with John Griff, and we were both aware 
of the Lewis Foundation. In Graham’is 
memory and for the many people living 
with cancer, we decided to help. The 
aim is to raise awareness and money 
through donations or the song – a cover 
version of Billy Bragg’s Tank Park Salute, 
which is about a son who lost his father 
to cancer.

‘At the time of writing, we have raised 
more than £1,800: over three times our 
original target, and enough to pay for 
more than 501 gifts for patients 
undergoing cancer treatment. I hope 
people will check out the song or visit 
and donate at:
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tankparksalute.’

World Cancer Day
The song was released on February 4th, 
World Cancer Day, a day set aside to 
raise awareness and to improve 
education, hoping to drive personal, 
collective and government action. 

According to Cancer Research, someone 
is diagnosed with cancer in the UK every 
2 minutes, and cancer can affect anyone: 
most people know someone who has had 
it, or lost a loved one to it. 

Every week The Lewis Foundation 
source, package and hand deliver free 
gifts and support packs to adult cancer 
patients in hospital. The packs include 
things	that	they	might	find	difficult	to	buy,	
have forgotten, or run out of. Even in the 
current pandemic, they deliver over 2500 
packs a month, covering 7 hospitals.

The aim is to raise awareness and 
money either through donations or the 
download of the song and video – 
a cover version of Billy Bragg’s Tank Park 
Salute, is on Amazon, Apple, Spotify, and 
Youtube	Music.

John reports:  ‘As somebody with a 
professional background in music I was 
fascinated by Kevin’s persona as the 
‘Singing Solicitor’ - I was also hugely 
impressed by his use of video in social 
media to spread more than a little cheer! 
We started singing together in lockdown 
and this latest foray into music 
making has just proved how much 
empathy and generosity there is 
within the wider community to help 
organisations who do so much to help 
alleviate the suffering of others. The story 
was never about us - and never should 
be. Instead it was - and is - about the 
remarkable success of The Lewis 
Foundation and 
others who do what 
they do day by day 
without fanfare 
or applause.

‘I have no idea 
whether people 
have been 
donating to support 
our singing - or 
donating by way 
of an appeal for 

us to stop! But we’ve both been hugely 
humbled by everyone’s generosity - 
and encouraged by the clear support 
shown to community groups going about 
their work. We need them to continue 
- and I’ve been delighted to see other 
professional people starting to take on 
their own fundraising challenges. 
We wish them the same measure of 
success that we’ve been blessed by, 
for the greater good.’ 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
tankparksalute has more details, a link 
to the charity and of course, donations 
would be very, very welcome.
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Occupational therapist James Wyatt, the founder of 
Northampton-based charity group Singing4Breathing (S4B) 
will be attending the Northamptonshire Law Society virtual 
awards on 11 |June this year as the representative of the 
‘president’s good cause’. 

S4B organises choral groups throughout the county, but what 
makes the S4B choirs different from any other is the fact that 
each member suffers from a respiratory illness and most 
have been diagnosed with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease (COPD).

The	number	of	people	with	COPD	is	growing	and	figures	
recorded by The British Lung Foundation show that there 
has been a 27% increase in the last ten years. Respiratory 

disease is the third leading cause of death in England after 
circulatory	conditions	and	cancer	according	to	figures	from	the	
Northamptonshire Health & Wellbeing Board. Corby Clinical 
Commissioning Group has reported that the rate of COPD in 
Corby is higher than the average rates across the UK and the 
town has the highest incidence rates in Northamptonshire – 
due in part to the heavy industries that employed most of the 
town’s population. 

S4B recently launched a new Post Covid Support Recovery 
Group (PCRG) to help people who suffer post Covid or long 
Covid manage their breathlessness and other symptoms. 
Originally scheduled to start March 2021, the launch had to 
be postponed until April 2021 as one of the organisers was 
diagnosed with Covid and had to self-isolate. The 40-minute 
virtual sessions will be accessible not just in Northamptonshire, 
but across the UK, and will feature breathing exercises and 
advice from S4B’s own GP, Dr Tom Evans, who will be 
available online to answer questions.

Sharine Burgess, president of the Northamptonshire 
Law Society, has worked closely with Singing4Breathing and 
said	it	was	fitting	for	the	legal	community	in	Northampton	to	
be involved with such an inspiring group of people:

Anyone can register for the PCRG session by  emailing:
hello@singing4breathing.co.uk 
or contact the charity via social media 
(https://www.facebook.com/copdsingers/ 
or  https://twitter.com/CopdSingers).

Founder of 
Post Covid/Long 
Covid Support 
Group to attend 
virtual awards 

www.northamptonshirelawsociety.co.uk          13
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Duty of confidence by a departing employee

In the recent dismissal of the Travel 
Counsellors Ltd appeal against the 
High Court decision in favour of Travel 
Counsellors	Ltd	v	Trailfinders	Ltd	[2021]	
EWCA Civ 38. the Court of Appeal has 
provided further guidance on the 
equitable	obligations	of	confidentiality	
where a business has found its 
confidential	information	being	misused	
by a competitor, which has received the 
confidential	information	by	virtue	of	that	
business’ ex-employees.

This decision gives authority as 
to whether 

 (a) a business A  is owed a duty of  
	 	 confidentiality	by	a	competing	
  business CB  via a third party Z  
  on whom an obligation of 
	 	 confidentiality	was	never	directly	
  imposed on CB
or 
 (b) whether the duty of 
	 	 confidentiality	remains	only	with	
  that third party Z initially receiving 
	 	 any	confidential	information/	trade	
  secret from  business A.

What happened?

In	summary,	ex-employees	of	Trailfinders	
found themselves entering into franchise 
agreements with Travel Counsellors. 
Travel Counsellors consistently invited 
franchisees to bring their old customer 
contact lists with them without any 
warning of the risks associated with a 
breach	of	confidence.	

Subsequently, these ex-employees 
transferred  to Travel Counsellors a list 
of	Trailfinders’	customer	information	
(including email addresses and contact 
numbers) which they had collated prior to 
leaving	Trailfinders’	employment.	It	was	
clearly a breach by the ex employees but 
was Travel Counsellors bound?

When	Trailfinders	brought	action	against	
Travel Counsellors, the High Court found 
that  Travel Counsellors was bound. 
The High Court stated that an equitable 
duty	of	confidence	arises	“whenever	a	

person receives information he knows or 
ought to know is fairly and reasonably to 
be	regarded	as	confidential”.

The High Court  held that Travel 
Counsellors would have been aware that 
at least some of the information provided 
to	them	by	the	Trailfinders	ex-employees	
was	Trailfinders’	confidential	information.	
It noted that Travel Counsellors would 
have maintained that its own equivalent 
information	was	confidential.

The Appeal

In Travel Counsellors’ appeal, they 
argued that they could not be liable 
simply because a ‘reasonable person’ 
would have made enquiries as to whether 
a part of the information provided to it by 
the	ex-employees	was	confidential.	
The appeal was unanimously dismissed 
by the Court of Appeal, whereby 
Arnold LJ cited the test as to whether an 
equitable	obligation	of	confidence	has	
arisen is in Primary Group (UK) Ltd 
v	Royal	Bank	of	Scotland	plc	[2014]	
EWHC 1082 (Ch).

This	test	is	that	confidential	information	
must have been communicated in 
circumstances importing such an 
obligation and that the recipient must 
know, (or be on notice that), at least 
some	of	the	information	is	confidential	
to another party. 

Therefore if on the facts, a reasonable 
person would make enquiries as to 
whether	the	information	was	confidential	
and its source, but the recipient does not, 
then there is an equitable duty of 
confidentiality.	

The Court of Appeal concluded that it 
is not vital that the recipient knew the 
information	was	confidential,	or	that	
the recipient even intentionally turned 
a blind-eye as to whether the 
information	was	confidential.	The	lack	
of reasonable enquiries by the recipient 
may	be	sufficient	to	breach	the	equitable	
duty	of	confidence.

An additional point to note is the 
consideration by the High Court that this 
case	fell	within	the	definition	of	Article	4	
of the Trade Secrets Directive (Directive 
2016/943), being that the use or 
disclosure of a trade secret shall be 
considered unlawful “whenever a person, 
at the time  of the acquisition, use or 
disclosure, knew or ought, under the 
circumstances, to have known that the 
trade secret had  been obtained directly 
or indirectly from another person who 
was using or disclosing the trade secret 
unlawfully”.

The Court of Appeal did not address this 
any further, considering that the events 
which occurred did so prior to the 
Directive’s implementation (and anyway 
it is not applicable after the UK’s formal 
final		departure	from	the	EU	on		
1 January 2021) .  
The case  is an indication that the 
relationship between the UK’s 
Trades Secrets (Enforcement) 
Regulations  S.I 2018/597 and the 
common	law	of	confidentiality	will	
inevitably crop up in future case law.
This ruling serves as a clear authority 
in situations where a business receives 
information that relates to a competitor. 
The ruling   emphasises the importance 
in considering the source of that 
information. 

A few practical steps would be for any 
new employer  to:

	 a)	 Always	confirm	with	potential	
  employees at the interview stage 
  what their employment contract 
  with the employer they are 
  leaving contains in terms of 
	 	 confidentiality,	IP	ownership	and	
  restrictive covenants; and

 b) Impress upon ex-employees of a  
  competitor that they must not use  
  information which they have 
  obtained from their former 
  employers’ business without  its 
  express consent.

Article by Euan Temple
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Ideally, this principle should be built into 
an IP and IT security policy in the new 
employer,  which they should all sign 
on joining the new employer, and which 
should be linked to their obligations in 
their employment contract. 

Such policies should not just be left for 
them	to	find	for	themselves	on	the	new	
employer’s intranet;

 c) In instances where a new 
  employer  receives any 
  information from employees/ 
  third parties, be aware that there 
  is (potentially at least) a duty upon 
  the new employer  to make 
  reasonable enquiries as to 
  whether such information from a 
  preceding employer  is 
	 	 confidential	and,	where	it	is	
	 	 confidential,	not	to	use	it.

Employers would be well advised to take 
all these measures. Otherwise, what 
looks like the dream employee could turn 
out to be a nightmare.

The UK Trade Secrets (Enforcement, 
etc.) Regulations 2018 

www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/597 
entered into force in the UK on 9 June 
2018. The Regulation implements the 
EU Trade Secrets Directive (EU) 
2016/943 which was intended to set 
minimum standards for measures, 
procedures and remedies for trade secret 
holders to rely on in the event of 
unlawful acquisition, use or disclosure 
of their trade secrets in the EU.
 
S.2.  For the purposes of these 
Regulations -

 “infringer” means a person who has  
 unlawfully acquired, used or 
 disclosed a trade secret;

 “infringing goods” means goods, the 
 design, functioning, production 
 process, marketing or a 
	 characteristic	of	which	significantly	
	 benefits	from	a	trade	secret	
 unlawfully acquired, used or 
 disclosed;

 “trade secret” means information  
 which -

 (a) is secret in the sense that it is not, 
  as a body or in the precise 
	 	 configuration	and	assembly	of	its	
  components, generally known 
  among, or readily accessible to, 
  persons within the circles that 
  normally deal with the kind of 
  information in question,

 (b) has commercial value because it 
  is secret, and

 (c) has been subject to reasonable 
  steps under the circumstances,  
  by the person lawfully in control of 
  the information, to keep it secret;

  “trade secret holder” means any 
  person lawfully controlling a 
  trade secret.

Matters to be considered before 
making an order 

12. - (1) Before making an order under 
regulation 11(1), a court may require the 
trade secret holder to provide evidence 
that may reasonably be considered 
available to satisfy the court with a 
sufficient	degree	of	certainty	that	-

 (a) a trade secret exists,

 (b) the trade secret holder is making  
  the application, and

 (c) the alleged infringer -

 (i) has acquired the trade secret 
  unlawfully,

 (ii) is unlawfully using or disclosing  
  the trade secret, or

 (iii) is about to unlawfully use or 
  disclose the trade secret.

(2) In considering whether to make an 
order under regulation 11(1) and in 
assessing the proportionality of such 
an order, a court must take into account 
the	specific	circumstances	of	the	case,	
including where appropriate -

	 (a)	the	value	and	other	specific	
  features of the trade secret,

 (b) the measures taken to protect the 
  trade secret,

 (c) the conduct of the alleged 
  infringer in acquiring, using or  
  disclosing the trade secret,

 (d) the impact of the unlawful use or 
  disclosure of the trade secret,

 (e) the legitimate interests of the 
  parties and the impact which the 
  granting or rejection of the 
  measures could have on 
  the parties,

 (f) the legitimate interests of 
  third parties,

 (g) the public interest, and

 (h) the safeguard of 
  fundamental rights.

A practical aspect for  solicitors arises 
in the following possible scenario. 
A	top	PA	leaves	firm	A	to	join	firm	B.	
She	finds	herself	now	working	on	a	
litigation	case	in	firm	B	where	she	was	
previously	privy			to	firm	A’s		client	and	
highly	confidential	matters	relating	to	that	
client which would be of immense use 
and	interest	to	firm	B’s	client.			It	is	surely	
obvious that the top PA should have 
nothing to do with that litigation case in 
firm	B,	to	avoid	allegations	of	improper	
conduct.  And certainly never to reveal to 
firm	B	her	knowledge	from	firm	A.

In this case Travel Counsellors 
consistently and openly  invited 
franchisees to bring with them their 
old customer contact lists  from 
Trailfinders.		Subsequently,	these	
ex-employees transferred  to Travel 
Counsellors	a	list	of	Trailfinders’	customer	
information (including email addresses 
and contact numbers) which they had 
collated	prior	to	leaving	Trailfinders’	
employment. 
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One in five people 
writing wills 
now include a charity
The global pandemic is changing the way 
people approach end-of-life planning and 
inspiring more people to write charitable 
gifts into their Will than ever before, but 
myths around how it works can impede 
that growth, according to the charity 
consortium, Remember A Charity. 

Growth of gifts in wills
In	2020,	many	legal	firms	recorded	an	
uplift in wills, with the Law Society 
reporting a ‘striking shift’ – that 7% of 
UK adults had written a will during the 
first	lockdown.	But	the	crisis	prompted	
another notable shift; heightened 
awareness of the critical role of charities 
in our communities, inspiring the public 
to use their will to give back.
 
The same Law Society poll found that 
one	in	five	people	writing	wills	are	now	
including	a	charity.	Industry	data	reflects	
this	shift	too	with	new	figures	released	
by Co-op Legal Services showing that 
almost a third (32%) of the wills they 
created in 2020 included a gift to charity. 
This equates to a 61% increase in the 
number of people leaving a gift to 
charity in their will through the Co-op, 
with cancer charities (42%) and local 
causes (21%) most widely named as 
beneficiaries.	

Rob Cope, Director of Remember A 
Charity, says: “The pandemic has had 
a devastating impact on people across 
the country, and it’s hardly surprising it’s 
inspired us all to reflect on what matters 
most and what we can do to help.”

“Family and friends will usually be our 
first consideration in a will. But leaving a 
charitable bequest is also something 
that many people find incredibly 
empowering – a statement about who 
they are and what they believe in – 
and a way to shape the world they leave 
behind. It’s wonderful to see how much 
appetite there is for giving in this way.”

Role of professional advisers
Solicitors and will-writers play a critical 
role in inspiring gifts in wills, with the 
large majority proactively asking relevant 
clients whether they wish to include a 
charity in their will, with 68% regularly 

doing so, up from 58% in 2012. Even the
simplest reference to the option of 
including a gift has been found to double 
the propensity for giving in this way.

Typically, professional advisers raise 
the topic during the standard will-writing 
process or estate planning, alerting 
clients to the relevant Inheritance Tax 
breaks. Any legacy gift to charity is 
currently exempt from Inheritance Tax 
(charged at 40%), and a lower rate of 
tax (36%) is applicable on estates where 
10% or more is donated.

1 Future Thinking, 2019

Cope adds: “The Inheritance Tax 
framework makes legacy giving all the 
more appealing, but we’re conscious that 
there are many myths among the public 
around donating from your will and this 
can prevent supporters from doing so.”

These myths were highlighted in a recent 
survey	of	over	170	financial	advisers,	
carried out by the Personal Finance 
Society. Advisers reported that clients 
were often unaware they could donate to 
charity and still pass on the bulk of their 
estate to their family. Similarly, clients 
often perceived bequests as being a 
form of giving for “the rich few” rather 
than something that everyone can do.

Cope adds: “We’re fortunate that, here 
in the UK, it’s easy to include a donation 
alongside gifts for family and friends. 
People can choose to donate any sum to 
any charity– there’s no need for it to be 
a large amount – and any gift really can 
make a difference.

“This is where professional advisers are 
so important; being able to give clients 
impartial information so that they can 
ensure they are making the best 
decision that allows them to remember 
all the things they care about in their will.”

After more than a year of crippling 
funding shortages to the charity sector 
(amounting to an estimated income loss 
of £10 billion ), income from charitable 
bequests has been all the more crucial 
in helping charities survive periods of 
uncertainty. Gifts in wills raise over £3 
billion for good causes each year and – 
despite the delays in probate during 2020 
– they have remained the largest source 
of voluntary income for UK charities 
throughout the crisis.

Free campaign supporter 
scheme for legal advisers
Remember A Charity runs a Campaign 
Supporter scheme for solicitors and 
Will-writers, including a free listing on 
the public directory which receives tens 
of thousands of visits a year. 
Remember A Charity Week takes 
place from 6th-12th September 2021, 
with Campaign Supporters receiving free 
materials to celebrate the week and help 
open up conversations with clients 
about the option of leaving a charitable 
bequest in their will. Find out more at: 
www.rememberacharity.org.uk 
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An appreciation by Elizabeth Robson Taylor MA of Richmond 
Green Chambers and Phillip Taylor MBE, Head of Chambers, 
Reviews Editor, “The Barrister”, and Mediator.
 

This new guide from the Family Law imprint of LexisNexis is 
most welcome at a time when so much confusion reigns in the 
world caused by the coronavirus pandemic.  Any practitioner 
who is faced with trying to understand where we will be with 
family law matters on leaving the European Union on the last 
day of 2020 will be relieved to read this innovative sort work 
from Professor David Hodson OBE.  We welcome the important 
additional section on public child law written by Maria Murphy 
for those specialists involved with local authorities.

We feel that this short paperback will be highly relevant to all 
family law practitioners as a quick accessible guide to the law 
and	practice	which	will	apply	on	the	UK’s	final	departure	from	
the EU on 31 December 2020. The government has indicated 
that the UK will not be party to any further EU laws from 
January 2021, instead relying on existing international laws 
such as the Hague Convention, to which we will be a party 
in our own right.

There will also be new provisions to cover issues of national 
law, where previously EU law existed.  Inevitably, some court 
procedures	will	need	to	change	once	the	final	break	with	
Europe has taken place. This invaluable title gives us an 
overview of the legal position and the practical issues which 
are judged to arise in all areas of family law, including the 
preparatory steps which lawyers should take in readiness 
for departure, to advise clients as effectively as possible in 
the future.

The key topics cover the main substantive family law areas 
depending on what you are looking for: the governing laws; 
divorce;	financial	aspects	including	remedies;	the	Hague	
Convention 2007; the Lugano Convention; private children law; 
public children law; domestic violence; the service and the taking 
of evidence, Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), and legal aid; 
and potential areas of EU/UK future co-operation in the 
post-Brexit era.

When we woke up early on that morning of Friday 24th June 
2016, many of us were looking at a most uncertain future. 
Hodson’s “Family Law Leaves the EU” bridges an important 
gap for family law practitioners as we grapple with the post 
Brexit	era	whilst	fighting	a	world	pandemic.		Thank	you.

 A welcome statement on where 
 family law will stand in 2021Book 
Review

FAMILY LAW
LEAVES THE EU
A Summary Guide
for Practitioners.

ISBN  978 1 78473 475 6 

LEXISNEXIS/FAMILY LAW

www.lexisnexis.co.uk 

By Professor David Hodson OBE
With specialist Public Child Law contribution by Maria Murphy

The date of publication of this paperback edition is cited as 20th October 2020.
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An expert’s Top 5 Tips 
for Counsel dealing with DNA evidence?
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Saving time has never been more 
important, nor has working together
‘Time is precious, more valuable than money’, is the old adage, 
though the meaning of time in a property transaction can be 
very different depending on your stakeholder role.  

A clients’ view of time is often based on outside factors, which, 
if misjudged, can lead to a great deal of frustration. I also don’t 
think there are many property professionals in the UK that are 
happy with the current process, pipeline conversion rates or 
time to completion. Cases can always complete sooner.

It’s clear that every party in the process would love to save time 
on property transactions – but how? In an industry of paper, 
pens	and	high	street	solicitor	offices,	the	clients	often	have	no	
technology available to them during a transaction, so are most 
easily pleased and ready to embrace change.

You	can	understand	client	frustrations,	too.	Unless	you	work	in	
the industry, you can’t understand the legalese, track a process 
through a combination of post-it notes, spreadsheets, emails 
and sporadic phone calls. It’s no surprise that home moving is 
one of the most stressful experiences in life, for these reasons.
So how do we change things for the better?

In my view, the only way to meaningfully save time in the 
process is by creating an ecosystem that connects our 

community together and avoids bringing more complexity to the 
process with bit part solutions.

From the outset, we have taken this approach with DigitalMove. 
From property listing, all the way through to legal completion, 
we are laser focused on how every interaction can be 
communicated to every stakeholder. I am sure I speak for all 
conveyancers when I say nobody wants “yet another log in” – 
by focusing on the touchpoints and interactions, we can have 
a holistic view of every transaction and remove these sorts of 
barriers from the technology solution.

This relies on all parties buying in to the solution. 
Many businesses are hostages to habit and their internal 
systems,	and	some	firms	have	developed	their	own	technology	
in-house, believing it will give them greater control.  
However, very few businesses have the resources to develop 
and maintain in-house systems, making our solution, 
DigitalMove, a much more attractive proposition. 

The future for property technology lies in companies becoming 
open and willing to engage with others in the transaction 
community. We are bringing that future into near focus, and 
we’d	love	to	speak	to	you	about	how	it	will	benefit	your	firm.
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By Tim Price, Head of Business Development at DigitalMove



I	recently	came	by	a	rare	book,	a	first	edition,		which	was	
a landmark in the history of property conveyancing.   
When I was an articled clerk (we weren’t called trainee 
solicitors),	there	were	no	efficient	copying	machines	
or computers.  

Title deeds (most land was unregistered) had to be copied by 
hand or typed on a sit up and beg manual typewriter, usually 
made pre-war.

Those of us who had to do this tedious task shortened the 
words as much as we could to save time and trouble eg a deed 
was a dd and dwellinghouse became dwghse.  It was called 
abstracting and somewhere I have a booklet on the subject 
called helpfully “The Art of Abstracting”, sadly now redundant.

It is said that lawyers, particularly scriveners, were paid by the 
folio or word.  Documents were long and rather boring and, 

until only a few years ago, they were handwritten and often 
difficult	to	read.

In January 1964 a book was published by Butterworths called 
“Parkers modern conveyancing precedents”.  The title was in 
lower case.  Revolutionary stuff.

Parker’s theory was that documents should be as short and clear 
as possible but even he referred to Vendors and Purchasers 
rather than buyers and sellers.

Since Parker,the Plain English Society and the Crystal Mark 
have encouraged the clearer use of language.

There is still a tendency for lawyers to try and impress by using 
long words.  

Res Ipsa Loquitur!

Book 
Review
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Landmark Academy: 
Helping you reach your Learning 
& Development goals

Here at Landmark Information, we have 
pAn important aspect for any legal 
professional is maintaining their 
professional development and learning 
requirements.  For property lawyers, 
conveyancers, legal executives and 
trainees in property, an online hub is 
available that provides free access to 
a wealth of resources. 

The Landmark Academy was launched 
in 2020 to provide access to free training 
and development videos, webinars and 
articles, to meet professional development 
targets, set out by the Solicitors 
Regulation Authority’s (SRA). 

Allie Parsons, Customer Success 
Consultant for Landmark Information’s 
Legal team explains how legal 
professionals	can	benefit:	“Having	spent	
many	years	visiting	law	firms	to	train	
teams on environmental issues, it became 
clear that it wasn’t always convenient for 
those requested to attend – busy days 
meant they either disrupted their 
schedule or missed out on updating their 
knowledge. Add to that the restrictions 
posed by the pandemic, the Landmark 
Academy offers a learning solution that 
suits the way we work today.

“We have completely refreshed our 
Landmark Academy to provide greater 
access to the very latest training materials 
to support their Continuing Competence 
needs.  We have some fantastic 
ontributors on board who are experts in 
their	field	and	the	content	is	refreshed	on	
a regular basis. An audit trail of completed 
learnings can also be produced for annual 
declarations, which we hope will be of 
great use.”

The Landmark Academy brings together 
a number of experts from across the 
industry including Professor Robert Lee, 
a former Director of the Centre for Legal 
Education and Research at the University 
of Birmingham, Real Estate legal 
specialist Sue Highmore, Stuart Tym 
national planning and environment 
Senior Associate at Irwin Mitchell and 
Environmental Law Director for Landmark 
Information Simon Boyle, as well as 
specialists from Landmark’s wider team. 

Adds Allie: “Whether you want to read 
a topical article or get an insight on 
any of the range of issues that occur 
during property transactions, it means 
you can do it when the time is right for 
you. The majority of the videos last 
15-20mins.”

With free online access to easy-to-digest 
podcasts, videos, webinars and guidance 
provided by widely-acclaimed experts, 
the Landmark Academy gives solicitors 
insights into a range of issues that occur 
during property transactions – 
this includes environmental law, 
flooding,	planning,	energy	&	
infrastructure, in addition to guidance on 
selecting the appropriate due-diligence 
reports that are available. 

Introducing Allie Parsons

Allie Parsons is the Customer Success 
Consultant with Landmark Information 
Group as part of the Landmark Legal 
Team. Allie has over 27 years’ experience 
in marketing, consulting and advising 
various businesses, the last 14 years 
working with property solicitors and their 
law	firms.	Allie’s	role	is	focused	on	
engaging with conveyancing and property 
teams to support them in receiving the 
most accurate and suitable Landmark 
environmental searches and solutions. 
Endorsing the various Law Societies 
allows Allie and Landmark to connect to 
members, and take on board 
conveyancers’ opinions.  

Allie also has a broad experience in 
professional training and delivers 
seminars and training sessions for legal 
professionals on a range of property 
related issues.  Do please contact Allie if 
you’d like more information on the 
Landmark Academy.

Landmark Information

Landmark Information uses data and 
technology to help customers in the 
residential and commercial property 
industries access data insights to support 
transactions and reduce risk. It combines 
complex property and environmental 
data into sophisticated risk models and 

solutions to enable customers to make 
smarter	decisions,	and	build	workflow	
solutions that allow customers to carry out 
tasks	more	efficiently	and	effectively.

Landmark has long-standing partnerships 
with customers in the legal conveyancing, 
mortgage lending and surveying markets, 
as well as in land acquisition, property 
development, estate agency and 
insurance. 

The team’s dedicated, personal 
approach supports legal professionals 
in their due diligence in line with the Law 
Society and SRA requirements. Reports 
include a wide range of environmental 
insights, including contaminated land, 
flood	risk,	ground	stability	through	to	
planning issues.

Concludes Allie: “Landmark’s 25 year 
longevity in the legal market brings 
valuable experience and dependability 
to risk solutions however we are always 
continuing to innovate so feedback from 
our report users and Law Society 
members is invaluable.” 

Get in Touch

To register for free access to the 
Landmark Academy, visit: 
www.landmarkacademyhub.co.uk,  
or visit the Landmark Academy LinkedIn 
Group via: 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/
13842695/ 

By Allie Parsons, Customer Success Consultant, Landmark Information (Legal)
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Anti-money laundering  
back in the spotlight 
for conveyancers
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Recent AML audits by the SRA have once again highlighted 
the challenges of AML compliance for the conveyancing 
industry.  As we know, conveyancing is one of the highest risk 
areas for AML so, if your practice hasn’t yet been audited by 
the SRA, the chances are that it will happen at some point in 
the future. With that in mind, we’ve put together a quick 
update for conveyancers with some practical tips to help with 
AML compliance.

What have the SRA audits identified?

Although	emphasising	that	most	law	firms	take	AML	very	
seriously,	as	a	result	of	the	audits,	the	SRA	has	identified	that	
there	can	often	be	a	difference	between	a	firm’s	AML	policies	
and procedures and what actually happens in practice.  Nearly 
two	thirds	of	firms	reviewed	needed	some	form	of	engagement	
with the SRA and a further nine were referred to the SRA’s AML 
investigation team. 

The	SRA	team	found	that	half	of	the	files	they	reviewed	had	
issues such as lack of due diligence – examples included the 
client being known to the partners, expired documents and client 
due diligence records not being accessible to appropriate staff.

Additionally	half	of	the	firms	the	SRA	dealt	with	were	failing	to	
carry out effective audits.  For example, although the MLRO / 
MLCO can contribute to the audit, it needs to be overseen by 
an independent party.

A	full	report	on	the	findings	can	be	found	on	the	SRA	website(i).	
To view the most up-to-date AML guidance compiled by the 
Legal	Sector	Affinity	Group,	please	visit	the	Law	Society	
website(ii). This guidance replaces the Law Society practice 
note on AML.

How an electronic AML check can help

Although an electronic AML service can’t do all the work for 
you, it can certainly help your conveyancing team to meet many 
of the Directives’ requirements.  The key features of an online 
service are that it:

	 •	 Automates	your	risk	assessment	based	on	multiple	
	 	 checks	(number	of	checks	depends	on	different	profiles).

	 •	 Provides	automated	screening	of	sanctions,	PEPs	
  and alert lists

	 •	 Automates	record	keeping	and	audits,	removing	
  expired data

	 •	 Offers	both	simplified	and	enhanced	due	diligence

	 •	 Monitors	compliance	of	clients	and	the	firm,	with	
  downloadable reports

	 •	 Ensures	on-going	due	diligence,	creating	alerts	for	
  non-compliant documents or data

Please	note,	however,	that	it	isn’t	sufficient	to	merely	rely	upon	
an	automated	service	to	meet	AML	requirements.	Law	firms	
and	more	specifically,	Money	Laundering	Compliance	Officers,	
are still responsible for ensuring that clients are who they claim 
to be.  This means ensuring a risk assessment policy is in 
place	(and	reflected	in	the	AML	service	being	used),	that	the	
automated service meets all your requirements and being 
aware of the sources of data used in assessments. The world 
of identity checking is changing very quickly so, if you already 
use an automated service, we recommend checking the latest 
features with your supplier.

The Geodesys AML service offers you all of the above features 
through a single AML dashboard that’s incorporated into our 
ordering	site.		You	can	carry	out	both	a	simplified	or	enhanced	
search	and	we	can	help	you	with	setting	up	your	risk	profiles.

For further information 
of our AML service 
and to arrange a demo, 
please contact:

Kay Toon, Geodesys Account Manager 
on 07764 987259 
or email kay.toon@geodesys.com 

References: 

(i) https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/research/anti-money-
 laundering-aml-visits-2019-2020.pdf 

(ii) Legal Sector Affinity Group anti-money laundering guidance for the legal sector 
 https://www.lawsociety.org.uk/en/topics/anti-money-laundering/anti-money-
 laundering-guidance
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And Finally…
As the Spring edition of the Newsletter reaches you, we are 
enjoying lighter evenings, and spells of sunshine - with the 
vaccination programme surging ahead, it feels as if we are 
finally	able	to	lift	our	faces	towards	the	warmth	of	those	rays	
and	begin	to	make	plans	to	finally	come	out	of	lockdown.

It is inevitable that the past year with have made an impact to 
us all in some way or another, so I was delighted when Lawcare 
offered to deliver a presentation on taking care of our mental 
health- there were some nuggets of simple but straight forward 
examples of how we can help ourselves.

Looking forwards we have our Awards ceremony on Friday 
11th of June, that will be held over zoom. We are amalgamating 
2020 and 2021, so please don’t be shy and let me have those 
nominations -

You	can	always	contact	me,	either	by	email	of	phone,	should	
you	require	any	help	or	clarification	with	the	application.	
As we have been unable to meet face to face, and share our 
news, we have introduced a member’s page in the Bulletin. 
I am hopeful that members will support me in bringing news of 
newly	qualified,	of	marriages,	or	even	babies	being	born.	
Let me know if you have undertaken any fund-raising activities 

for charities that are close to your heart, I look forward to 
hearing from you!

In other news, I have been busy booking online training events 
that will take place over the next few months, so please keep an 
eye out for my emails with all the details. The information is also 
available via our website.

Wishing you all the best as we all emerge from these 
unprecedented times.

Best Wishes

By Carolyn Coles

Carolyn Coles - Society Manager

Email: sec.NLS@outlook.com 
Office Number: 01604 881154 
My mobile: 07543 662572
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Quill makes document management
easier and better with 
release of DocsHub

Leading legal software provider Quill is 
setting out to make legal professionals’ 
document management more streamlined 
and	efficient	than	ever	before	through	the	
launch of its improved DocsHub service.

The leading-edge system allows users to 
create	and	manage	case	files,	forms,	
correspondence and other documentation 
within a one-stop digital repository. Material 
is stored securely via the cloud, with teams 
enjoying convenient access at any time and 
on any device for improved collaboration.

DocsHub is seamlessly integrated with 
popular	software	including	Microsoft	Office	
to facilitate the simple creation, editing and 
storage of templates, letters and emails. 
The automation technology creates an 
“enter once, populate everywhere” process 
for all legal documents.

It provides a clear dashboard of caseloads 
and shortcuts to key and recently used 
documents and emails, while time spent on 
documents and correspondence is 
automatically captured for straightforward 
record-keeping. 
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For release on: 16 February 2021

● All-new documents hub delivers a unique integration pack between Quill and Microsoft  
 Outlook, Excel, Word and Windows desktop
● Accessible using any device anywhere, promoting secure file management, efficient 
 time-recording and team collaboration 
● Quill is the only legal practice management software provider that also offers outsourced 
 legal services including legal cashiering, typing, payroll and bookkeeping

By reducing paper use and storage space, DocsHub makes document 
management environmentally friendly as well as safe and simple. 

“The decision to go paperless is a major step in a practice’s journey to 
going fully digital and in the cloud,” said Quill Managing Director Julian 
Bryan. “What used to take six to 12 months and teams of people to 
complete can now be done in days, even hours, with Quill’s DocsHub.”
The DocsHub service is available to Quill users from Monday 
(15 February). It will be available for a charge of just £19 per month 
per user. Quill is providing comprehensive support for the new service 
through online training, webinars and other resources.

“Quill is constantly striving to improve processes and workloads for 
legal professionals, and our new-look DocsHub service will take 
automation	efficiencies	to	the	next	level,”	says	Bryan.	

“Our goal is to strip back the hassles and tedium of document 
management and time capture, and free practices up to deliver the 
best	possible	client	service.	With	so	many	of	us	away	from	offices	and	
seeking new ways to improve productivity and collaboration, this is the 
perfect time to introduce DocsHub, and we’re looking forward to 
helping our communities make the very most of it - securely - 
in the months ahead.”

About Quill 
Quill	helps	law	firms	streamline	and	run	law	practices	better	by	
providing simple and easy-to-use practice management and legal 
accounts software, as well as outsourced legal cashiering, bookkeeping, 
payroll and typing services.

At the heart of our company values is a total commitment to continual 
service and software development, and maintaining exceptionally high 
standards	of	client	support	and	training,	which	is	why	Quill	is	the	first	
choice	for	many	small-to-medium-sized	law	firms.

Quill is privately owned, staunchly independent and long established 
since 1978. In its early days, they were just a handful of entrepreneurs 
and developers selling programmable calculators. Today, Quill is a 
100-strong	team	centred	on	offices	in	Manchester	and	Liverpool.	

Contact
For more information, 
please contact:

Nil Khalifa, Head of Marketing

Quill
Castle Quay
Manchester
M15 4NJ 

Tel: 07767 631 864

Email: Nil.khalifa@quill.co.uk 

www.quill.co.uk
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